
   Personal, Social and Emotional            

Development 

 

We will be having some PSHE lessons in Nile 

Class with Mrs Winterburn as part of our 

enrichment. In Darling Class, we will be 

discussing our emotions and finding positive 

ways to communicate them. We shall also write 

our own class rules as a team. 

Topic (Geography/History) 
 

Everybody loves the iconic Mary Poppins character 

of Bert the chimney sweep but what was life like for 

real chimney sweeps in Victorian times? We will have 

a visit from a modern day chimney sweep to talk us 

through the job.  

We shall also be learning about weather; making rain 

gauges and testing kites in the wind. 

    Science and Computing 
We will be making kites and testing them. We 

shall practise our predicting and evaluating 

skills. 

We will be using technology to see how it takes 

for a wet sock to dry in different conditions 

and we will be examining the seasons along with 

seasonal changes. 

In Computing, we will focusing on E-safety and 

exploring multimedia projects. 

           Mathematics 
The children are so excited to be finally receiving their 

own textbooks and workbooks! We will be using the 

Singapore Maths approach to: 

 Count, order and differentiate numbers within 

10 

 Learn number bonds within 10 

 Attempt subtraction within 10 

 Learn positional vocabulary 

 Count, order and differentiate numbers within 

20 

  

 

 

               Enrichment and RE 
Music: We will continue to have weekly singing sessions with Mrs 

Winterburn and we will explore many musical instruments through cross 

curricular approaches. 

Art: We will be making kites as a DT/Science project and making pebble 

collages. We shall also chalk our silhouettes and make and decorate kite 

cookies at the end of term. Also, get ready for lots of Mary Poppins 

based drama! 

RE: We will have lessons in Nile with Becky Fisher and we will be thinking 

about ‘Being Special’. 

 

          English 
We will continue to learn the extended code in Phonics. We 

shall also embark on labels, lists and captions to set up our 

learning environment, stories with familiar settings (Jane and 

Michael’s playroom may feature!), recounts and learning to use 

children’s dictionaries. 

 

 

Handwriting: We will recap any individual letters 
that we need to practise before moving onto 

forming whole words. 
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Physical Education 

We will be taught ‘Fundamental Movement Skills’ 

which is a mix of Gymnastics, Games and Athletics. 

FMS also focuses on uncovering the benefits of 

team work and dealing with wins and losses well. 

Ask the children to teach you one of the new 

games that they have been learning! 


